
South Nests Software Solutions Pvt Ltd (SNSS a product company) delivers enterprise-
wide software solutions for companies that own or manage ships 
 
Optimized marine operations with organised data to increase efficiencies in terms of 
cost, productivity and compliance, through software solutions provided by our team 
of experts at South Nests. 
 
Choose from an exhaustive list of modules from our flagship maritime suite, Phoenix, 
which is Class approved and encompasses all aspects of technical, quality, training, 
document and crew management together with intelligent accounting application 
that integrates with all other modules. Whether you are Ship Manager, Owner, 
Offshore service provider or Ship Repair and Supplier, our bespoke solutions steers it 
all. 
For more details visit  

http://www.southnests.com/ 

 

Executive Ship Management (ESM) is a premier management company valued by its 
clients and partners in the industry for its high end professional expertise and 
services. It is headquartered in Singapore with offices in 11 cities across the world.  
 
As a trusted and dependable manager, ESM offers a holistic package of ship 
management services that includes a keen eye on the budget and cost optimization 
through intervention of technology for its Ship owners. ESM commits that the crew 
sailing the company managed ships is recruited and appropriately trained in-house. 
Each crew member, be it an officer or a rating is put through rigorous ship specific 
training regime at its training centre, Samundra Institute of Maritime Studies (SIMS). 
Over 80% of the ESM managed ship’s officers are from cadets trained in-house at 
SIMS and soon the Company is envisioned to be uniquely positioned to run its entire 
managed fleet by officers trained since cadetship. 
 
With an equally formidable and expert shore based technical and marine team, ESM is 
well regarded in the industry for its expertise, be it tankers (chemical, crude and 
product tankers) , dry ships (bulk carriers, containers) as well as wide range of gas 
carriers. We ensure all vessels including the tankers under our management meet the 
commercial, technical and crewing requirements and efficiently run at all time to the 
satisfaction of the owners and charterers.  
 
Executive Ship Management is one of the core establishment and genesis for the 
founders of the Executive Group of Companies which comprises of six other Marine 
Services related Businesses.  
 

For more details visit  
http://www.executiveship.com 
 

http://www.executiveship.com/

